
          SATURDAY, 18/05/24 

 

C1 - PRIX DE CASTILLON - 2450m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Mounted - 

EUR € 21,000  

 
1. LA CHENEVIERE - Left a very good impression when qualifying in 1’18”3 under the saddle 
here on 24 April and is worth retaining 

2. LA PANTHERE ROSE - Qualified in 1’20” under harness here last December and will need to 
show a completely different side first time out 

3. LANA DE SENOVILLE - Looked rather ordinary when qualifying under harness last August 
and is unlikely to spring any surprises 

4. LEA MADJI - Qualified in 1’19”0 here on 24 April. No fireworks anticipated but still worth 
monitoring 

5. LORETTE DU PARC - Faulted on debut in a 2150m Rânes harness Class G a fortnight ago. 
Fitted with pads all around, with Paul Ploquin onboard, but others still preferred 

6. L'ODYSSEE MESLOISE - Sanctioned early, first time under the saddle, in a 2200m Vincennes 
Class D on 16 April. Mathieu Mottier in the irons this time and can set the record straight. First-5 
chance 

7. LENOLA DE CORTEM - Disappointing last of 7, behind LOVELY CHENEVIERE (11), in a 
Class E over course and distance 3 weeks ago. Fitted with 4 pads this time and is not entirely out 
of the equation 

8. LEONIE DE L'ECLAIR - 6th of 7 on racecourse debut, behind LADY DE GREZ (10), in a 
2950m Saint-Malo Class F mid-April. Has a lot of potential in her and is unlikely to disappoint 

9. LITTLE GIRL - Switches code after trotting 5th of 6 in a 2750m Elbeuf Class G 2 weeks ago. 
Front pads fitted this time, Eric Raffin in the saddle, and must not be overlooked 

10. LADY DE GREZ - Good 2nd of 7 finishers in a 2950m Saint-Malo Class F on monté debut 
mid-April. Has had time to progress and returns to Caen a contender 

11. LOVELY CHENEVIERE - Good 3rd of 7 finishers, on return to the monté code, in a Class E 
over course and distance 3 weeks ago. Front pads fitted this time and can impose if Victor 
Saussaye keeps her focused 

12. LORENE LA RAVELLE - Debuts under the saddle after trotting 5th of 10 in a 2850m Laval 
harness Class E earlier this month and, if form transitions, she will be competitive for the win 

Summary: Never easy to handle, LOVELY CHENEVIERE (11) nevertheless reassured 
connections here late last month and the new configuration will only work in her favour. She will 
still meet resistance from monté debutante LORENE LA RAVELLE (12) who reassured under 
harness earlier in the month, and LADY DE GREZ (10) who left a good impression first time 
under the saddle. LEONIE DE L'ECLAIR (8) will have come on for her debut run and can finish 
closer this time. 

SELECTIONS 

LOVELY CHENEVIERE (11) - LORENE LA RAVELLE (12) - LADY DE GREZ (10) - LEONIE 

DE L'ECLAIR (8) 



          SATURDAY, 18/05/24 

C2 - PRIX DU PETIT COURS - 2200m (a1m1/2) - Class F Amateur Riders 

Race - Harness - EUR € 19,000  

 
1. JADE DE L'ECLAT - Encouraging 3rd of 7 finishers in a 2800m Villedieu-les-Poëles Class F 2 
weeks ago and, although not a priority, could still eke out some prizemoney 

2. JAMINA DES CHASSES - Has not been seen out since losing her action in a 2725m Cabourg 
Class E last December and will have few takers 

3. JAVA BESP - 6th of 8 in a 2825m Chartres Class E 10 days ago. Well-in on the front row and 
is not incapable of finally getting that maiden monkey off his back 

4. JUSTE PARFAITE - Failed to confirm her Lisieux performance when 11th of 13 in a Class F 
over track and trip on 22 April. Modified shoeing this time and, from the 4-spot, can set the record 
straight 

5. JOCONDE DE CONDE - Has evident ability but sanctioned in last 2, most recently a 2800m 
Class E at Rambouillet, but can get a look-in if she stays in stride 

6. JONQUILLE D'AIMTE - Unexceptional 6th of 8 in a 2800m Pontchâteau Class E on 1 May 
and, in current form, will not be ruffling any feathers 

7. JADE PIERJI - Pleased at Mauquenchy before losing her action in a 2500m Class F at La 
Rochelle earlier in the month but will have the measure of the field if she deigns to keep trotting 

8. JACANA DE BLARY - Failed to confirm her monté performance when sanctioned in a 2500m 
Valognes Class F 9 days ago and can be ruled out 

9. JOSTA - Honest type making her first appearance since coming 4th of 11 in a 2725m Lisieux 
Class F early-November, and will need the outing 

10. JUSTISSIME - Unexceptional mare that was sanctioned in a 2800m Bernay Class E last 
weekend and backs up with limited aspiration 

11. JUDICIEUSE ZAILER - Made it 3 straight sanctions when faulting in a 2850m Laval Class E 
on 2 April and must first get her house in order 

12. JINA FAST - Modest individual that could manage no better than 7th of 12 in a 2725m 
Graignes Class F on 1 April and, barefoot or not, has never shown much liking for Caen 

13. JUNGLE BOND - Ended last season on a low note and has picked up where she left off, 
sanctioned in a 2800m Rambouillet Class E a month back. Sports a new configuration but is still 
unlikely to shake things up 

14. JAVA DE L'ORMERIE - Sprang quite the surprise at Rambouillet earlier in the month, coming 
3rd of 14, at 152/1, in a 2800m Class E. Starts on the second row but still looks good enough to 
make the first 5 

15. JOA DE LA LOUTRIE - 12th of 14, when being conditioned, in a 2800m Rambouillet Class E 
on 1 May. Has previously delivered here and will not be far off the mark if Théo Bellet positions 
her early 

16. JUNON DES ROSES - Showed improvement when 2nd of 9 in a 2825m Vire Class F 10 days 
ago, racing first time without front shoes. Same configuration here and, despite the draw, should 
be competitive for victory 



          SATURDAY, 18/05/24 

Summary: A class above most here, JADE PIERJI (7) regularly delivers a mixed bag of results 
but she reverts to a successful configuration and could well win this if she stays in stride from one 
end of the race to the other. Regularly in the thick of things at Caen, JUNON DES ROSES (16) 
reassured at Vire recently and will be dangerous if Geoffrey Lemaître successfully navigates the 
start. JAVA BESP (3) has been handed an ideal spot behind the car and, barefoot for the 
occasion, will be expected to improve on her latest Chartres performance. JOA DE LA LOUTRIE 
(15) finished 2nd here before the winter break and, with 2 races under her belt, can get back in 
the game. 

SELECTIONS 

JADE PIERJI (7) - JUNON DES ROSES (16) - JAVA BESP (3) - JOA DE LA LOUTRIE (15) 



          SATURDAY, 18/05/24 

C3 - PRIX DE COMBRAY - 2450m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Mounted - 

EUR € 24,000  

 
1. JIMBO SPORT - Sanctioned in a 3200m Landivisiau Class F 10 days ago. Modified shoeing 
this time but still has no realistic chance 

2. JUSTYBILIE DU LUOT - Has made decent progress lately, most recently 3rd of 7 in a 2800m 
Class F at Villedieu-les-Poëles, but takes on some tough horses here and chances limited 

3. KALMIA DES NOES - Occasionally a handful, as she showed when faulting in a Class E over 
course and distance 2 weeks ago, but went close here mid-March and, with front shoes off, will 
have her supporters 

4. KAP ORNE - Won over course and distance before being quickly sanctioned under similar 
conditions 2 weeks ago but, with Paul Ploquin in the saddle this time, will be expected to make 
amends 

5. KOOKIE DE BELLANDE - Drops in category after coming 5th to KARA MIA (17) in a 2700m 
Vincennes Class D. Has taken well to her new vocation and, with hind shoes off, will have a more 
realistic chance of picking up a cheque 

6. JEHAN - Caught the eye when 7th of 9 in a 2825m Chartres Class E 10 days ago, but not 
enough to be considered a priority 

7. KING OF JIEL - Never far from faulting but adores Caen, latterly 2nd of 9 in a Class E over 
course and distance on 5 April and, with application, can again go close 

8. JIHERE DU PORET - Disappointing here 3 weeks ago before repeating, when 9th of 11 in a 
2400m Amiens Class F a fortnight ago, and can be ruled out 

9. KOSMOS DE SOCERY - Last of 7 in a 2625m Class F at La Rochelle on 12 April and is 
properly out of his depth here 

10. JUPITER CAPTAIN - Useful on a good day but sanctioned in a 2850m Maure-de-Bretagne 
Class F late last month. Has yet to excel at Caen and is not about to spring any surprises 

11. KENJI D'AUBERVILLE - Capable sort but has not been seen out since coming 5th of 9 in a 
2700m Vincennes Class D in December and will need the run 

12. JET DU RAVARY - Capricious type but has won 2 of last 3, latterly a Class E over track and 
trip, and has every chance of doubling his money 

13. JULIUS DU THEIL - Returns to racing with pads after a respectable, but unexceptional, 5th of 
12 in a 2875m Argentan Class E mid-April, and should prove more competitive this time around 

14. KANDICE DU LOISIR - Capable under the saddle but finished last of 6, after an early fault, in 
a 2175m Vincennes Class D on Tuesday, and backs up with a new configuration and a realistic 
chance of making first 5 

15. JALISCO DE NEUVY - Sports a new configuration after trotting 8th of 12 in a 2875m 
Argentan Class E on 15 April but others still easier to back 

16. JACKPOT DE NILREM - Sanctioned in both return runs, most recently a 2500m a Class F at 
Bihorel-lès-Rouen 9 days ago, and can be passed over 



          SATURDAY, 18/05/24 

17. KARA MIA - Back at her best following a lengthy absence. Opened her monté account in a 
2700m Vincennes Class D on 3 May and, already a winner racing clockwise, must be afforded 
considerable respect 

Summary: Although never far from faulting, JET DU RAVARY (12) is clearly back at his best, 
returns to racing barefoot, and Eric Raffin will be out to confirm his recent course-and-distance 
victory. He will nevertheless be keeping one eye on the similarly complicated KAP ORNE (4) who 
has won twice under these conditions, and the other on KING OF JIEL (7) who failed to complete 
the double when faulting early here a fortnight back. Facile winner in Paris earlier in the month, 
KARA MIA (17) has yet to disappoint in this branch of the game and will be competitive for a 
place in the frame. 

SELECTIONS 

JET DU RAVARY (12) - KAP ORNE (4) - KING OF JIEL (7) - KARA MIA (17) 



          SATURDAY, 18/05/24 

C4 - PRIX DE CABOURG - 2200m (a1m1/2) - Class F Amateur Riders Race 

- Harness - EUR € 19,000  

 
1. JORLANDO - Returns to the regular ranks after finishing 4th of 10 in a 2150m Enghien claimer 
on 2nd May. Has the inside line but still represents no more than minor place chance 

2. JANOU POULOT - Back at the top of his game over recent weeks, latterly dominating a 
2625m Class F at Saint-Omer mid-April, and looks main threat to JASON BLUE (4) 

3. JUDICIOUS DAYDREAM - Made it 4 sanctions in a row when faulting in a 2825m Chartres 
Class E 10 days ago and the good draw appears to be going to waste 

4. JASON BLUE - Excellent servant at this level, most recently complementing his Saint-Malo 
success with victory in a 2775m Class F at  Le Grand-Fougeray 9 days ago, and can make it 3-
on-the-trot 

5. JOYAU DE FECS - No champion but is an honest trotter. Moderate 6th of 10 in a 2750m 
Elbeuf Class F earlier in the month and, even from the 5-spot, appears to have his work cut out 

6. JARDIN DU ROI - Has improved since starting to race barefoot. 3rd behind JASON BLUE (4) 
in a 2775m Class F at Le Grand-Fougeray 9 days ago and should not be overlooked 

7. JOURNAL INTIME - Flew up at Graignes before finishing last but one in a 2975m Jallais Class 
F 2 weeks ago but, with stride in check, can set the record straight 

8. JUST ME DIESCHOOT - Seldom far from faulting but came a reassuring 5th of 11, at 750/1, in 
a 2700m Class F at Le Croisé-Laroche on Monday and, if still on the boil, can play a prominent 
part 

9. JAGUAR D'ANAMA - Good 2nd, when shod, in a 2725m Graignes Class F on 1 April. Shoes 
on again and, despite the draw, looks a player 

10. JAZZ DES MANIS - Starts for the first time since winning a 2650m Class F at Les Sables-
d'Olonne last August. Shoes on though and best to hold off 

11. JUNIOR DU THENNEY - Last of 11 in a 2400m Amiens Class F 2 weeks ago and has no 
realistic chance 

12. JARDIN DE MAHEY - Showed promise last season but sanctioned in both this term, latterly a 
2550m Class F at Gournay-en-Bray 3 weeks ago, and must get his house in order 

13. JAD DES ELIES - Modest trotter that faulted in a 2750m Elbeuf Class F 10 days ago. Shod to 
preference this time but is still unlikely to influence the result 

14. JUST GIGOLO DE LOU - Respectable 5th of 11 finishers, on comeback, in a 3000m Class F 
at Senonnes-Pouancé 2 weeks ago. Hind shoes off this time but the draw will do him no favours 

15. JONC DE BLAY - Encouraged behind JAGUAR D'ANAMA (9) at Graignes on 1 April before 
coming 9th of 12 in a 3200m Landivisiau Class F a week later. Handed a tough draw but, in this 
company, is not out of the picture 
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Summary: Winner of both starts since returning from his break, JASON BLUE (4) finds himself 
ideally-positioned behind the car and can pull off the hat-trick. Also well-placed in front, JANOU 
POULOT (2) returned to winning ways last month, goes barefoot for the occasion, and hails from 
a stable in cracking form. Forced to break wide, JUST ME DIESCHOOT (8) may not be the most 
dependable of horses but he is in his category and, with application, can make the frame. 
Similarly erratic, JARDIN DE MAHEY (12) flopped after winning well at Graignes but, with his 
mind on the game, can put things right. 

SELECTIONS 

JASON BLUE (4) - JANOU POULOT (2) - JUST ME DIESCHOOT (8) - JOURNAL INTIME (7) 



          SATURDAY, 18/05/24 

C5 - PRIX DE CRETTEVILLE - 2450m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Harness - 

EUR € 21,000  

 
1. KISS ME CASTELLE - Modest filly that was sanctioned on comeback in a 3125m Rânes Class 
H 3 weeks ago and already looks outclassed 

2. KALOUGA DES ARRIS - Sent for a break late-November after winning a 2875m Argentan 
Class F. Has not been seen since though and will need the outing 

3. KARVINA D'ELA - Has produced 2 decent return-run performances, latterly 4th of 11 in a 
2800m Cholet Class F and, unshod-all-4 this time, could pleasantly surprise 

4. KITTY PIYA - Unraced since finishing 9th of 13 in a 2725m Cabourg Class D last July. Has 
previously won at Caen but still best to wait 

5. KINDY DU VIVIER - 6th behind KASSIOPEE DREAM (16) in a 2725m Graignes Class E 
earlier this month. Barefoot this time and will be expected to show improvement 

6. KYA D'ERABLE - Won 2 of 3 before being sent for a break last summer. Last of 7 on 
comeback in a 3200m Fougères Class F and appears to need another run 

7. KYRA GIO - Disappointing this term, latterly last but one in a Class E over course and distance 
a month ago, and will first need to re-establish her credentials 

8. KISS ME BEJI - Never at her ease when sanctioned in a 2725m Graignes Class E a fortnight 
ago. Goes barefoot for her return to racing right-handed and the Eric Raffin-factor bodes well for 
her chances 

9. KAROLINE CADE - Sanctioned in a 3200m Fougères Class F 10 days ago after having 
imposed at Blain-Bouvron-Le Gâvre. With application though, should acquit herself honourably 
and get a look-in 

10. KISS ME AIMEF - Useful sort that came 4th of 7 finishers, on re-entry, in a 3200m Fougères 
Class F 10 days ago. Will have come on for the run and will be expected to make her presence 
felt 

11. KALANSKA - Like a horse reborn lately, most recently 3rd behind KASSIOPEE DREAM (16) 
in a 2725m Graignes Class E earlier in the month, but looks the pick of the field this time 

12. KINA DU GOUTIER - Modest of late, most recently last of 9 in a 2850m Laval Class E earlier 
in the month, and is way out of her depth 

13. KARLA D'AVENIR - 2nd of 8 in a 2750m monté Class F at La Capelle 2 weeks ago. Stays 
shod and has other priorities 

14. KALAMA DE BEYLEV - Opened her account in a 2700m Graignes Class F on 1 April. Is 
confirmed racing clockwise and even though stepping up in category, still looks a serious 
proposition 

15. KORIGANE D'ERABLE - Capable filly that trotted 5th in Fougères race of reference. Will 
have come on for the run but faces a much stiffer test this time around 

16. KASSIOPEE DREAM - Sprang a 43/1 surprise when trotting 2nd in a 2725m Graignes Class 
E a fortnight ago and, with form maintained, can again trot her way onto the podium 
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Summary: Excellent since starting to race barefoot, KALANSKA (11) sports a new configuration 
for her Caen debut, thrives with Yoann Lebourgeois, and looks the one to beat. That said, 
KALAMA DE BEYLEV (14) lost her maiden tag at Graignes and steps up in class with justified 
ambition. Winner here last season, KARVINA D'ELA (3) always gives her best and, first-time 
barefoot, can make a big splash. Nicely-engaged here, KASSIOPEE DREAM (16) beat the 
favourite 2 weeks ago and must be taken more seriously. 

SELECTIONS 

KALANSKA (11) - KALAMA DE BEYLEV (14) - KARVINA D'ELA (3) - KASSIOPEE DREAM 

(16) 



          SATURDAY, 18/05/24 

C6 - PRIX DE GENNEVILLE - 2450m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Harness - 

EUR € 21,000  

 
1. KAPRICE DE STAR - Unexceptional type that could manage no closer than 7th of 11 in a 
2700m Graignes Class F a month ago and can be disregarded 

2. KOOKABURRA - Has not been seen out since faulting in a 2825m Class F at Le Croisé-
Laroche on 26 February. Is first time barefoot but others still preferred 

3. KARNO D'ARBAZ - Sanctioned in a 2850m Loudéac Class F last weekend but gets another 
crack at racing barefoot and, on good behaviour, will not be far off the mark 

4. KASHMIR JADOR - Has evident ability but not easy to handle. Sanctioned in a 2800m Cholet 
Class F late-April and not an obvious choice 

5. KAPOCEO - Quality colt that should not be too hastily judged for his 2725m Graignes Class E 
sanction 2 weeks ago. Is plainly in form and can win this if Lebourgeois keeps him focused 

6. KOH I NOOR - Promising colt making his first appearance since trotting 2nd of 9 in a 2850m 
Mauquenchy Class E late-January. Is barefoot for re-entry though and will be worth monitoring 

7. KABOTIN CHENEVIERE - 2nd of 9 in a monté Class F over course and distance late last 
month. Consistently gives his best and will have his chances 

8. KENNEDY JAMES - 6th to KASHKAI (12) here last month before enduring a woeful trip in a 
2800m Chartres Class E 10 days ago. With his mind on the game however, there could be a 
cheque in it for him 

9. KLIF DE LA MITRIE - 10th of 11 , when being conditioned, in a 2700m Méral Class F last 
Sunday. Is barefoot this time though, gets on well with Eric Raffin, and will be no pushover 

10. KHEOPS BOURBON - Failed to make any impression when 7th of 11 in a 2800m Chartres 
Class E 10 days ago and is unlikely to shake things up 

11. KRIS ROC - Disappointing so far this year, most recently sanctioned in a 2150m Argentan 
Class E on 28 March. Shoes on and no danger 

12. KASHKAI - 4th in a 2200m Class E here 3 weeks ago. Takes on a less-exalted bunch this 
time and can challenge for the win 

Summary: The progressive KAPOCEO (5) could have made it 3 on the trot had he not lost his 
action at Graignes recently, but Yoann Lebourgeois is not about to let the same thing occur twice. 
He will still feel some pressure from the well-engaged KASHKAI (12) who gave a fine account 
here late last month, and the complicated KARNO D'ARBAZ (3) who will be no soft touch if he 
stays in stride. KABOTIN CHENEVIERE (7) showed his form here in the other code last time out 
and merits respect. 

SELECTIONS 

KAPOCEO (5) - KASHKAI (12) - KARNO D'ARBAZ (3) - KABOTIN CHENEVIERE (7) 



          SATURDAY, 18/05/24 

C7 - PRIX DE CONTEVILLE - 2450m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Harness - 

EUR € 21,000  

 
1. LIGNE BLANCHE - Sanctioned on debut in a 2750m Elbeuf Class G 10 days ago and is 
unlikely to cause an upset 

2. LA DIVA DU WALLON - Takes a hike in class after winning a 2150m Rânes Class G 3 weeks 
ago and is not about to rock the boat. Disregard 

3. LORINEA CUT - Modest sort that came 6th here before finishing last of 8 in a 2675m Lisieux 
Class D on Monday and backs up with limited aspiration 

4. LEMBELIE VERDERIE - Unremarkable 5th of 8 finishers in a Class E over course and 
distance 3 weeks ago. Unlikely to spring any surprises but will not be going home empty-handed 

5. LADY DU POMMEAU - 2nd of 11 in a 2650m Bordeaux Class F mid-March. Is plainly close to 
her race and must be afforded respect 

6. LUSITANIA - Depressingly-named filly for whom 3rd time was, ironically, a charm, winning a 
2700m Graignes Class F 2 weeks ago, and will be competitive for the double 

7. LOUBIANA DU BOURG - Made up for her Caen sanction when 4th of 10 in a 2850m Laval 
Class E earlier in the month but still represents no more than a minor place prospect 

8. LADOTA PRIOR - Produced a brace of good efforts here before faulting in a 2700m Chartres 
Class E 3 weeks ago but with his handler back in the sulky, looks a serious proposition 

9. LAISSEZ FAIRE - Got off the mark at Graignes before finishing a trounced 11th of 14 in a 
2150m Enghien Class D on 2 May and will need to show marked improvement 

10. LA VIVA DE LOU - 3rd of 7 in a 2550m Reims Class E early-April after having won at Nancy 
on debut and will have a legitimate claim on a spot in the frame 

Summary: Surprisingly sanctioned at Chartres, LADOTA PRIOR (8) is undeniably a filly with a lot 
of potential and, with Mathieu Mottier reining, can finally get off the mark. They will still be pitted 
against the less-experienced LUSITANIA (6) who looked very classy when winning at Graignes 
recently. LA VIVA DE LOU (10) has done everything right so far and the addition of hind pads will 
only enhance her prospects. Runner-up in her last 2, it will not be long before LADY DU 
POMMEAU (5) loses her maiden status. 

SELECTIONS 

LADOTA PRIOR (8) - LUSITANIA (6) - LA VIVA DE LOU (10) - LADY DU POMMEAU (5) 



          SATURDAY, 18/05/24 

C8 - PRIX DE RIVA BELLA - 2450m (a1m1/2) - Class F Race - Mounted - 

EUR € 27,000  

 
1. GAD DE BAFFAIS - Quality element that has already won under these conditions. Last but 
one in a 2675m Lisieux harness Class F on Monday but, competitively-shod, will be no pushover 

2. GAZ OIL - Has 2 harness races under his belt, most recently sanctioned in a 2100m 
Vincennes Class F on 30 April, and will struggle to make any impact 

3. HAND DES ELIES - Gave a good account, on return from a spell, when 2nd of 8 in a 3200m 
Fougères Class F on 1 February. Has previously won here in the day's configuration and will 
generate some interest 

4. ITALIA SOLO - Regularly in the thick of things when applied, although sanctioned in a 2825m 
Class F at Le Croisé-Laroche on Monday. Has solid form at the venue though and even racing 
shod, will not be far from the action 

5. GAETANE WOOD - Disappointed here late-March before coming last of 11 in a 2850m Laval 
Class D on 2 April and, even competitively-shod, can expect to remain friendless 

6. HAUTENTICA - 6th of 8 in a 2400m Amiens Class F 2 weeks ago. Makes first monté 
appearance since winning in Paris 2 years ago but is unlikely to disappoint 

7. GO FOR BELLAY - Successful in a 3000m Châteaubriant Class D in early-February. Runs 
well when fresh and will be competitive for victory 

8. IDOLA PHEDO - Sanctioned in a 2875m Enghien Class E on 2 May after having imposed at 
Vincennes in early-April. Eric Raffin rides this time and can get her back in the game. Claim 

9. I LOVE D'AMOUR - Showed improvement when 6th of 9 in a 2450m Castillonnès Class F 10 
days ago and although not a priority, still has a claim on a spot in the first 5 

10. GOUTIER CELESTE - So often a case of all-or-nothing. Faulted in a 2875m Enghien Class E 
on 2 April but can make a big splash if he stays in stride 

11. HANUGAN - Sanctioned in a 2200m harness Class F here last weekend. Has never shown 
any aptitude for the discipline and can be written off 

Summary: Temperamental she may be but IDOLA PHEDO (8) is never far from springing a 
surprise and is marginally preferable to GO FOR BELLAY (7) who inherited success at 
Châteaubriant (but who nonetheless acquitted himself well that day). Course-and-distance winner 
last time here, GAD DE BAFFAIS (1) is shod to preference for his first objective of 2024 and, with 
application, can finish close. HAUTENTICA (6) has form at the venue and with Paul Ploquin 
onboard, will be afforded every chance. 

SELECTIONS 

IDOLA PHEDO (8) - GO FOR BELLAY (7) - GAD DE BAFFAIS (1) - HAUTENTICA (6) 

 


